
 

Dear Valued Manufacturer, 

Prodigo Solutions is a healthcare transformation company that provides the front-end purchasing 

system for several of our joint provider customers, namely: Veteran’s Health Administration, UPMC, 

Mayo Clinic, and others.  (http://prodigosolutions.com)  

Prodigo’s priority is to improve the quality of item attribute data that IDNs access when trying to procure 
your products through our purchasing system, the Prodigo Marketplace.   
 
Our customers are requesting that all manufacturers use GDSN’s universally accepted standards to 

share their data within our purchasing system.  Your support in sharing your product data will ensure we 

have accurate and up-to-date information direct from the source, the manufacturer. This will guarantee 

data integrity from source to patient and is the only way to ensure maximum ROI on all stakeholders’ 

investments. Enriched content; [images, item description, GTIN, UNSPSC] contributes to value points 

including:  

• Patient Safety; accurate and complete product identification minimizes the risk of the wrong 
item being introduced in the patient care event. 

• Contract Compliance - Ensuring provider compliance to contract commitments by managing 
complex requirements through ongoing accountability and validation. 

• Contract Utilization; better information increases visibility so that the right item is purchased 
from the right vendor.  

• Data Maintenance Automation; accurate representation with no delay updating information.  

• Perfect Orders; data is accurate and complete, less time resolving errors in the supply chain.  

• DPO/DSO; reduce errors resulting in lower costs and delayed hospital payments.  

• Regulatory Compliance; improves product traceability through the supply chain.  

• Revenue Cycle; accurate product identification and clinical documentation   
 

Prodigo has partnered with 1WorldSync+, a GS1 GDSN Certified Data Pool.  Our partnership will improve 
the collection and standardization of product information using the Global Data Synchronization Network 
(GDSN). Our implementation guide (link) outlines the attributes the providers are requesting. 
 
We are currently collaborating with many manufacturers on this endeavor, among them Zimmer, 

Covidien, Smith & Nephew and Abbott.  As a valued manufacturer to our shared provider customers, 

we would like to include you in this initiative.  

Please respond to Christine Reuschel, Data + Analytics Manager (creuschel@prodigosolutions.com) to 
further discuss this value proposition. 
 
Thank you for your support of this request. 
 

Sincerely, 

 

Marlin Doner - VP Data Insights + Product Strategy 

http://prodigosolutions.com/
https://www.1worldsync.com/community/customers/prodigo-solutions/
https://www.1worldsync.com/

